We prove the global existence of solutions of the Cauchy problem for certain systems of conservation laws with artificial viscosity terms added. The system is assumed to admit a quadratic entropy which is consistent with the viscosity matrix,
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we prove the global existence of solutions of the Cauchy problem for certain systems of the form g+ i ~fi(U)==DLIU, u = 24(x, t), XE R", t>o, (1.1) ,=I I with initial data u(x, 0) = t&)(x).
(1.2)
Here u = (u',..., urn), fi = (f ,! ,..., f y), and D is a constant, positive matrix. The fi are assumed to be defined and smooth in a neighborhood of a point
ii, and the initial data uO is assumed to be sufficiently close to ii in L2 n L". We shall show that our results apply to the equations of compressible fluid flow (conservation of mass, momentum, and energy) in which artificial viscosity terms have been added. The results of this paper are an extension of our previous work [23 in which corresponding results were obtained for similar problems in one space available. (References to related existence theorems may also be found in [a] .) First, the existence of local solutions in several space variables is proved in much the same way as in the one-dimensional case. We therefore give only a sketch of this local existence in Section 2. These local solutions can then be extended to all of t >O if the system (1.1) admits a quadratic entropy consistent with D. This notion is defined precisely in Definition 2.3, and the global existence result is formulated in Theorem 2.6. The main point of interest in this article is the application of this global existence result to the equations of compressible fluid flow. This is achieved in Section 3, where we explicitly construct the required entropy. (A similar construction is carried out by Harten in [ 51 for the case of a polytropic gas. We thank the referee for bringing this reference to our attention.)
We shall denote Lq norms in the usual way:
and Ibll*.Q = ess sup lu'(x)l. 1, -y The Q will be suppressed when there is no ambiguity. In addition, the HPnorm, II4l!f~(R~) = ,.gp llDdaJP will arise for the integer p defined by (1.3) which will be fixed throughout.
GLOBAL EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS
In this section we sketch the proof of local existence of solutions, and we show how these local solutions can be extended to all of t > 0 when the system (1.1) admits an appropriate entropy.
Suppose first that D is a constant, positive, diagonal matrix,
Let x'(x, r) be the fundamental solution for the heat operator (@?t) -djd,
.K'(x, 6) = (4ndj tfen'* exp( -/xj2/4djt).
The solution of (l.l), (1.2) then formally satisfies the representation Applying the above result, we can then prove the local existence of solutions as follows. These local solutions will be extended to all of t >O when the system (1.1) admits an appropriate entropy-entropy flux pair. These are defined as follows: The entropy o! will always be assumed to satisfy
for some positive constant 6. Finally, c1 is said to be consistent with the diagonal matrix D if
holds for all u E B,(U) and w E R".
The existence of such a pair (LX, /?) enables us to derive the following a priori energy estimate. The result then follows by letting t, -+ 0 and using (c) of Lemma 2.2. 1
We can now state our global existence theorem for the case that the diffusion matrix D is diagonal. The proof will require the Sobolev inequality Proof. We take U = 0 in the proof. Let T be as in Lemma 2.1 and take Tk = kT, k = 1,2,.... We shall show by induction on k that a sobtion exists for 0 d t < Tk where gi(u) = P-'fi(Pu). Observe that gi is Cp in the set { 0: Iv-P-liilcj+j I ) (2.6) and that )IvO -P-' till co < r/llPII. Also, the functions A(v) = a(Pu) and %X/68/2-6 B(U) G j?(Po) are easily seen to satisfy the requirements (2.2) and (2.3) for the system (2.6). Finally, AA"(u)=AP'a"(Pu)PbO by hypothesis. The result then follows by applying Lemma 2.5 to the system (2.6). m
APPLICATION TO COMPRESSIBLE FLOW IN SEVERAL SPACE VARIABLES
In this section we show how our main result, Theorem 2.6, can be applied to the two systems .., a,), P, S, and E are, respectively, the density, velocity, pressure, entropy, and energy. In (3.1), P is a smooth function of p and S and is to satisfy P,>O for p >O.
In (3.2), P = P(p, e), where E = e + Ju1'/2. System (3.2) can be derived formally from (3.1) and a fundamental thermodynamic relation involving e, S, and p; see [l, pp. 15-161. We first display an entropy-entropy flux pair for (3.1) when n = 3. The existence of the required entropy-entropy flux pair for (3.2) will then follow by a simple change of variables. The n = 2 case is similar; we omit the details. The final application of Corollary 2.5 will then be stated at the end of this section.
Observe that all nonlinear functions appearing in (3.1) and (3.2) are defined and smooth in the region p > 0. We therefore fix a point (p, ii, S) with b > 0, and, without loss of generality, we take ii = 0, S = 0. + Ui(P-P) + CpUiS2, (3.5) where P= P(p, s) and C is a positive constant to be chosen later. We have to show first that Vcdf; =vg:, (3.6) where from (3.1),
The derivatives in (3.6) are understood to be with respect to the conserved quantities (p, pu, pS). To facilitate the computation, we let and w=(p-P, u, S) z = (P -A PU, pa. 3)), we conclude that, if C is sufficiently large, d*a/dz* is positive definite at z=O and therefore in a neighborhood of 0. But a and da/dz vanish at z = 0 (see (3. 3) and (3.11). It therefore follows that for some 6 > 0 and for z in a neighborhood of 0. Thus (2.3) holds. Finally, since &a/dz* is positive definite, the hypothesis (2.4) will be satisfied if D is diagonalizable and is sufliciently close to a multiple of the identity matrix. We have thus shown that the entropyentropy flux pair (a, /I) given by (3.4), (3.5) satisfies the required conditions (2.2k(2.4) for the system (3.1).
The corresponding result for the energy formulation of the compressible flow equations, (3.2), then follows easily. Note first that system (3.2) can be derived formally from (3.1) by making the change of variable (P, Ph PW = h(P, P% Pa (see [ 1, pp. 15-161) . It then follows easily that the functions A = ~10 h and B = /I 0 h form an entropyentropy flux pair for (3.2), satisfying (2.2) and (2.3) in a neighborhood of (p, 0,O) in (p, pu, PE) space, and that A" is positive definite there. (For a proof, see [2, Proposition 3.11.) Thus A and B satisfy (2.2)-(2.4) for system (3.2) when D is diagonalizable and close to a positive multiple of the identity.
We can now give a formal statement of the application of Theorem 2.6 to the compressible flow systems (3.1) and (3.2) . In this statement we let the dependent variables be (p, z), where now and in systems (3.1) and (3.2), respectively. 
